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Content 
As I begin a new artwork, I have no strict plan.  I am aware that figures will 
eventually emerge on the canvas or in the sculpture but I don’t like to 
force the work to happen.  I like to think I’m guiding the work, coaxing out 
the images. There are a good many false starts.  But slowly a trace of a 
figure shows itself. I add to the trace as though it’s living.  I think of figures 
as though they are growing, almost organically in layers or like a crystal.  If 
you look closely you might see the chronology of their growth.  Eventually 
the figures take shape.  In the paintings, the figures form muscle-like fibers, 
but they don’t follow standard human anatomy. I think the fibers follow a 
psychological state of the figure. 
 
  
Process 
Grace only comes out of struggle. 
  
Over the years, I’ve experimented with various methods of intentionally 
making the process of drawing and painting a bit “cumbersome”. I have 
resorted to playing with processes like; using my left hand (I’m right 
handed), affixing tree-branch extensions to pencils, and closing my eyes 
at regular timed intervals while working. I place these “bumps” in the 
proverbial road in an attempt to thwart my own skill.  I don’t trust my own 
hands, perhaps their skill make for facile, superficial works. I feel I possess 
the requisite skills to render images with competence, but ultimately this 
kind of display is unsatisfying.  This medium that I choose to use and make 
from raw materials allow me to work with just the right degree of 
“struggle”, just as life is a kind of struggle. This way of working is akin to 
setting-up an obstacle course-real “dilemmas” and physical “problems” 
arise.  The attempts to resolve these issues within the work are what make 
it interesting for me.  This new, cumbersome process forces me to make a 
slightly awkward and wavering line that tells a fuller, denser, more truthful 
story that my “skilled hand” can’t cover up. 
  
 
 


